
4-3-3 Quick Guide to Breakout Activities for Lesson on Power of Crowds

Reading aloud activity: We recommend the following books that embody the themes of this lesson 
plan. After reading each book aloud, ask the children how it relates to the idea of the power of crowds. 
Children may draw pictures of the story as they listen.

• I Walk With Vanessa: A Story about a Simple Act of Kindness by Kerascoët
• Let the Children March by Monica Clark-Robinson
• We Are Water Protectors by Carole Lindstrom

Physical activity: The children will explore the power of crowds through physical games. 
1. Last Tower Standing: Kids form a circle. Instructor picks someone to be the Last Tower Standing. 

Instructor plays music and kids hold hands and dance in a circle. When instructor stops the music, 
everyone sits down while still holding hands, except for the Last Tower, who tries to stay upright. 
Give each child a turn to be the Last Tower Standing.

2. What Are You Doing?: Children form two lines and face each other in pairs. Player A does a 
motion (i.e. swimming), and player B asks: “What are you doing?” Player A names a motion that 
does NOT match motion they are doing. (i.e. “I’m pouring a cup of juice”). Player B does the 
motion that player A named. Player A then asks, “What are you doing?” Game continues until 
someone makes a mistake. Person who made mistake goes to end of line; next person steps up. 

3. Energy Ball: Split kids into 4 energy groups: Solar; Nuclear, Wind, Hydro. Instructor throws ball 
into air and calls out one type of energy. Kids from named group run to get ball; others run away. 
First kid to get ball yells “Energy Ball” and everyone freezes. Kid with ball throws ball at nearest 
kid from a different group. If ball hits target, they join thrower’s energy group. If target catches 
ball, thrower joins target’s energy group. Repeat until only one energy group is left.

Drama/Theater activity: The children will create skits about this week’s theme, which is Power of 
Crowds. Below are prompts.

• A Prank or a Problem: “You and your friends are at a competition being held at your biggest 
rival school. A few friends show up with spray paint and stink bombs. They want to play a prank 
on the rival school by painting on buildings and setting off stink bombs. They want to record it 
and post it online. Others don’t want to do this. What happens?

• Backwards Day: “You and your friends show up one day at school and notice that all the teachers 
and the other students are walking backwards and doing things backwards, such as facing 
backwards in class. You all feel pressured to walk backwards too. What happens? Are there any 
problems, such as people tripping? Who speaks up?”

Visual Art activity: Kids will work together to create a magical group tree over several days.
• Magic Group Tree: Each kid receives several pieces of heavy white paper. Instruct kids to draw 

the outline of a leaf on one sheet and an apple on another and cut them out. Instructor can also 
pre-cut out a variety of leaf shapes and apple shapes on white paper.

• After cutting out leaves and apples, children will use markers, glue, glitter, or paint to decorate 
their unique shapes and give them unique magic powers. 

• Instructor draws or paints a trunk and branches onto large piece of posterboard or butcher paper. 
Each child tapes or pastes their decorated shapes onto the branches to make a group tree. Kids take 
turns telling the group about the magical powers their apples and leaves hold. Display tree on a 
wall!
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